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Germany electricity generation from solar-wind vs consumption, Nov. 2019-Nov. 2021

Germany, Europe’s largest econ., 
the home of BMW, Benz, Bosch, 
Siemens,… huge industrial products 
needing stable predictable power 
now tinkering with unstable 
unpredictable solar-wind. Huge gap 
bet consumption and these two 
intermittents, to be covered by coal, 
gas, nuke, some hydro, biomass.



“Energy prices, climate spending and NGCP”, Oct 18, 2021
https://www.bworldonline.com/energy-prices-climate-spending-and-ngcp/

Year to date (YTD) or from end-2020 to Oct 15 price changes:
TTF/EU gas 390% or nearly 5x, UK gas 316% or 4x +, Coal 3x, Propane 2x +.
YTD price changes by Nov. 11, 8:30am: TTF gas 256%, UK gas 226%, coal 97%,…
Solar-wind energy index remain negative, meaning unattractive despite Glasgow mtg.
Solar and wind energy index remain negative, lower than end-2020 levels, unattractive. 

https://www.bworldonline.com/energy-prices-climate-spending-and-ngcp/


While waiting 
for portion of 
$100 B/yr
climate money 
from rich 
countries, 
COP20 in 
Paris in 2015, 
PH govt doing 
big climate 
spending on its 
own:
P184 B 2020, 
P282 B 2021, 
P284 B 2022.

Many agencies 
jump into  
climate bec. 
huge funding 
allotted yearly.

NOT included here: (a) climate spending of LGUs as they have other sources of revenues, and 
(b) Climate Change Commission (CCC), P118.7 M in 2020, P150.5 M in 2021, P145.4 M 2022.



CN, IN, ID, PH, VN expanded coal cons. 4x to 24x from 1990-2019; GDP expanded 8x to 40x.
DE, IT, UK shrank coal cons., 0.1x to 0.5x from1990-2019; GDP expansion only 1.7x to 2.4x.
Poland and Turkey keep their coal cons. high, GDP expansion 3.7x to 9.6x from 1990-2019.

“ADB’s kill coal plan, government corporations, and power transmission”, Sept 13 2021
https://www.bworldonline.com/adbs-kill-coal-plan-government-corporations-and-power-transmission/

https://www.bworldonline.com/adbs-kill-coal-plan-government-corporations-and-power-transmission/


4 of 5 countries 
with 1,000+ 
TWH gen. in the 
world’s top 6 
GDP size —
US, CN, IN, JP. 

Coal output at 
at least 36% of 
total electricity 
gen. in 2020 --
also countries 
with high GDP 
gr. 2010-2019: 
CN 7.7%, ID 
7.0%, VN 6.5%, 
PH 6.4%, ID 
5.4%, MY 5.3%, 
TW 3.6%, KR 
3.3%.

“Decarbonized” 
Europe, high 
solar-wind, slow 
gr. 2010-2019: 
DE 1.9%, UK 
1.8%, FR 1.4%, 
SP 1.1%, IT 
0.3%.

“Energy and economic development” (July 12, 2021
https://www.bworldonline.com/energy-and-economic-development/

https://www.bworldonline.com/energy-and-economic-development/


“Climate and 
coal, PSALM, 
NEA and 
NGCP”
Nov. 1, 2021 
https://www.bworl
donline.com/clim
ate-and-coal-
psalm-nea-and-
ngcp/

Coal cons. of PH + VN + ID combined in 2020 of 6,028 Petajoules (1 PJ = 277.78 
GWH) was near China’s 5,046 PJ in 1969 and 6,947 PJ in 1970. 
Even JP + KR + TW coal cons. 9,238 PJ in 2020, and US’ 9,203 PJ also in 2020,  
equiv. to CN’s 9,570 PJ in 1975 à ADB selective bullying and double talk.

ADB’s scheme 
acquire-retire-
coal targeted 
PH, VN, ID. 
ADB can bully 
them but not 
China and 
India. China’s 
coal 
consumption 
so big that…

https://www.bworldonline.com/climate-and-coal-psalm-nea-and-ngcp/




No climate crisis.
No climate emergency.

1. Tropical cyclones today 
not “more frequent” than 
decades ago.

2. Strength/energy of tropical 
cyclones (ACE) not 
“stronger” than decades ago.

3. El Nino not “stronger/ 
more frequent” than La Nina.



4. Sea ice in the Arctic are melting… and 
growing. Every single year, no exception. 

5. Sea ice in Antarctica are melting… and 
growing. Every single year, no exception.

It is a lie to say that sea ice just melting, not 
growing, leading to ”huge rise sea level.”

6. Antarctica experience coldest half-year 
since measurements began 60 tears ago.

No climate crisis. No climate emergency.



Indicative projects, bulk of 33.57 GW increase will come from solar, hydro, and wind. Problems 
someday as intermittent unstable and low output solar-wind will require non-cheap batteries, will 
push up power generation and transmission prices, grid must get more ancillary services (AS).

“Growth and long-term energy supply”, August 16, 2021
https://www.bworldonline.com/growth-and-long-term-energy-supply/

https://www.bworldonline.com/growth-and-long-term-energy-supply/


RE law of 2008 (RA 9513) took off late because wind-solar developers lobbied for high 
Feed in tariff (FIT) rates or guaranteed price for 20 years.
Now 2021 and wind-solar only produce 2.7% of total generation and “save the planet” 
movement wants us to rely on this blackout-friendly energy source. 
Blackout economics is for the lazy and socialists. Not industrious and dynamic people.



Conclusions
1. Europe experience: Coal is the past, RE is the present, and frequent blackout is 
the future.

2. PH experience: Blackout is the past (esp. 1990-91), coal is the present (56-57% 
of total electricity generation yearly), and sustained growth would be the future. 

3. But wind-solar (only 2.5-3% of PH total gen.) is endlessly pushed and coal is 
endlessly attacked, intermittent RE pushers want Blackout econ., Degrowth econ.

4. No climate crisis. No climate emergency. Climate change is true but it is cyclical 
and natural, nature-made, not “man-made”. Pushing intermittents and ease out 
reliable fossil fuels are tools of ecological central planning, not dynamic growth.

5. Climate alarm leads to climate extortion. Each UN COP meeting leads to more 
alarm, that leads to bigger climate money being expected from rich countries. 
$100 B/year for all developing countries in Paris 2015, now in Glasgow 2021 
developing countries now want trillions per year.

6. We should push for more fossil fuels in energy generation plus nuclear. 
Europe’s blackout economics, degrowth economics, are clear lessons for us.


